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ABSTRACT 
 
The field of dentistry has earned a reputation for being more prone to misdiagnosis and 
overtreatment than other medical subspecialties. This is driven, at least in part, by a 
professional culture that has traditionally been less scientific and evidence-based than that of 
general medicine. It is also partially driven by an array of economic pressures that have 
predisposed dentists towards more aggressive and expensive treatment options, as well as by 
the legitimate ambiguities of clinical decision making in oral healthcare. 
 
In the past decade, at least half a dozen dental AI companies have begun selling software that 
they claim can help mitigate the problem of misdiagnosis and overtreatment in dentistry. Some 
of their systems attempt to do this by monitoring insurance claims, and flagging suspicious 
patterns in patient records. Other systems focus on automating the diagnosis process itself—
scanning patient X-rays to identify simple issues like a cavity, for example, or a tooth abscess. 
 
On paper, dental AI companies pitch their products as helpful tools that can assist dentists by 
automating busywork and providing a backstop against innocent human error. They suggest 
that computer vision technology can help ensure that every dentist has access to the latest best 
practices and evidence-based care recommendations. However, AI technology can do much 
more than merely play the role of digital assistant. In many ways, these systems also serve as a 
kind of hall monitor, providing tacit enforcement of the clinical best practices that inform their 
programming.  
 
This project explores a simple question: What do we gain, and what do we lose, by bringing 
artificial intelligence to oral healthcare? 
 
Thesis Advisor: Ashley Smart 
Title: Associate Director, Knight Science Journalism Program at MIT  
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Skyler King was once the proud owner of 32 teeth—all of them planted firmly in his mouth. That 
changed, however, in the spring of 2009, after King visited his then-dentist, Dr. Mark D. Meyers 
of St. Louis, Missouri. 
 
In a lawsuit, King claims he arrived at his dentist’s office on May 7 to seek treatment for a dental 
abscess, a kind of pus-filled tooth pimple. It is not a pleasant condition. A tooth abscess can 
cause intense pain that radiates into the jawbone and the neck, or as far as the ear.  
 
In most cases, the condition is relatively easy to treat. But an abscessed tooth can be deadly. 
Without proper care, the bacterial infection that causes the abscess can spread to nearly any 
part of the head and neck—including the brain. It can also spread to the bloodstream, where the 
infection may send the body into sepsis, a dangerous immune response that can lead to organ 
failure and death.  
 
It is likely that even an inexperienced dentist could have diagnosed the problem without much 
difficulty, but King says Meyers was lightning quick. After performing a cursory oral examination, 
no X-rays required, Dr. Meyers declared that King would need to have all of his teeth, every 
single one of them, removed immediately. A failure to act, Meyers warned, would mean risking 
potentially fatal blood poisoning. King was just 23 at the time. 
 
As King recalls it, Meyers instructed his patient to come back to his office the following day. 
Meyers confirmed with King’s mother that she would be willing to put the full $5,235.00 bill on 
her credit card. He charged the card.  
 
Then, one by one, Dr. Meyers proceeded to wrench all 32 of Skyler King’s teeth out of his head.  
 
According to the lawsuit that he would eventually file against Dr. Meyers, King later learned that 
it was only the one abscessed tooth and three of its neighbors—four teeth in total—that needed 
to be pulled. His 28 other teeth were perfectly healthy, or near enough. (At the time, there was a 
second, much more treatable abscess on his lower right first molar.) King says he only came to 
learn these details after consulting with another dentist as part of his lawsuit.  
 
In a deposition, Meyers claimed that it was King himself who had asked to have all of his teeth 
removed.  
 
“What 23-year-old would want all of their teeth pulled when they know they have teeth in good 
condition?,” said King’s attorney, John S. Wallach, during a 2014 interview with Courthouse 
News Service. “Who would do that?”  
 
It is worth noting here that Dr. Mark D. Meyers is not just a general dentist who runs a standard 
private practice where he administers routine cleanings and the occasional root canal. While 
Meyers has practiced general dentistry since 1979, he is best known as a specialist in 
prosthodontics. This means that he provides dentures for patients in need of full or partial 
replacement of missing teeth. Meyers is the proprietor of Eat Right Dentures, where King sought 
treatment for his abscess, and where Meyers still practices dentistry to this day.  
 
 
Alleged misdiagnosis, costly overtreatment, and the extreme discrepancies between Meyers’ 
assessment and that of another dentist examining the same case—none of these is unique to 
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the story of Skyler King. Each is emblematic of a larger overarching problem in the field of 
dentistry, a phenomenon that one 2016 research paper not-so-pithily refers to as the problem of 
“professional variability in decision making in modern dentistry.” 
 
Put another way, dentists have a consistency problem. Given the same patient, even the most 
well-trained, well-meaning clinicians will vary wildly from one to the next in their approaches to 
diagnosis and treatment planning. Their perceptions are indelibly influenced by the training 
they’ve received, the culture in which they practice, the sharpness of their senses. The methods 
they choose are shaped by their skill with particular procedures, by economic pressures, by the 
sleep they didn’t get last night.  
 
It is, in many ways, a very human problem. And according to a growing crop of dental AI 
startups, it may be a problem that calls for an inhuman solution.  
 
 
In the past decade, at least half a dozen dental AI companies have begun selling software they 
claim can help mitigate the problem of misdiagnosis in dentistry. Some of their systems attempt 
to accomplish this by monitoring insurance claims, and flagging suspicious patterns in patient 
records. Others automate the diagnosis process itself—scanning patient X-rays to identify 
simple issues like a cavity, for example, or a tooth abscess.  
 
These companies say their products give dentists a second pair of eyes, so to speak, eyes that 
will help them better manage their practices, and avoid making flawed or inconsistent readings. 
For larger dental support organizations (DSOs) that manage many dentists across multiple 
locations, dental AI companies offers software that can analyze electronic health records to 
uncover insights about the health of their patients as a whole, and the performance of their 
clinicians.  
 
 “We can rank the dentists: How good are they prepping? …Are they doing the correct treatment 
based on what is found in the [X-rays],” said Dr. Kyle Stanley, co-founder and chief clinical 
officer of the dental AI company Pearl, in an appearance with on the video series, “Group 
Dentistry Now.” “The DSO managers can then make the decision. Who needs training? Who 
needs a raise? Who needs to be fired?” 
 
Speaking more recently over Zoom, Stanley suggested that the problem of inconsistency in 
diagnoses has led to dentists earning some “bad PR.” Indeed, the story of Skyler King provides 
a striking example. Stanley and his fellow co-founders at Pearl believe artificial intelligence can 
solve, or at least diminish, that problem.  
 
“You can't expect an AI to be perfect,” he said. “What you can expect the AI to do is be more 
consistent—not get tired, not get hungry, always give you the same response.” 
 

*** 
 
In September 2020, Pearl joined forces with over a dozen leaders from major dental care 
providers, insurance companies, and academia to form the Dental AI Council (DAIC). Pearl, 
notably, remains the only dental AI company associated with the DAIC. According to its website, 
the non-profit aims to identify areas where AI will be most valuable to the field of dentistry, and 
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more broadly to “answer fundamental questions related to AI's role in the oral healthcare 
ecosystem of tomorrow.”  
 
A few months after its founding, in late December, the DAIC published its first research report, a 
study showing what the organization calls “glaring inconsistency” in the diagnosis and treatment 
of dental pathology. The DAIC study took the form of a survey, in which 136 licensed dentists 
across 14 countries were asked to review a set of X-rays made from an unidentified patient, 
along with lists of 11 diagnoses and 29 possible treatments. Respondents were asked to identify 
any issues they noticed, as well as the treatments they would typically prescribe. The results, 
according to the DAIC, were bleak.  
 
The DAIC found no instances whatsoever of unanimity in either diagnosis or treatment planning 
across the entirety of the survey. The highest level of agreement came from the identification of 
non-metallic fillings (81% of survey respondents identified them correctly), impacted molars 
(65%), and recurrent tooth decay (63%). In the overwhelming majority of cases, however, fewer 
than 50% of correspondents agreed upon the same diagnosis.  
 
Variability in diagnosis leads to variability of treatment and, by extension, variability of treatment 
cost. Proposed treatment plans submitted by the respondents were quite varied, ringing in at 
just a few hundred dollars on the low end, and at as much as $36,000 at the highest.  
 
The DAIC report says there are two reasons for the extreme discrepancies observed both in the 
context of this study and anecdotally in the world of dental diagnosis and treatment planning writ 
large. One has to do with the proliferation of treatment options for a given diagnosis. Over the 
past 30 years or so, dentistry has seen rapid advancement in terms of the techniques, 
technologies and materials used to treat common problems, meaning that dentists have multiple 
options—perhaps too many options, the report suggests—for a given ailment.  
 
The other has to do with a fundamental problem of uncertainty. The afflictions dentists identify in 
X-rays are often ambiguous. In most cases, they exist on some sort of spectrum in terms of 
category and level of severity. Microcavities, for example, are the very earliest indicator of tooth 
decay, and in some cases will grow into a more serious issue. However, they don’t always 
require intervention. One patient may be perfectly fine without intervention; another may find 
that their teeth quickly deteriorate.  
 
Companies like Pearl argue that artificial intelligence systems can help bring much needed 
consistency and standardization of care to the field of dentistry. AI-powered computer vision 
systems are already more than capable of scanning patient X-rays and identifying common 
pathologies. Since AI systems rely on repeatable, algorithmic evaluation to arrive at their 
diagnoses, they are much less prone to the variability of decision making found among human 
dentists. 
 
However, there are some who take issue with the DAIC study’s conclusions—and its methods, 
for that matter.  
 
“If you submitted that to me, let's say in a journal, and I was a reviewer, I would have rejected 
the article—or at least told you to throw certain things out,” said Dr. Bernard Friedland, 
associate professor of oral medicine at the Harvard School of Dental Medicine.  
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For example, the DAIC study sent surveys to dentists in 14 countries, including wealthy nations 
like the U.S. and U.K., and developing nations like India and Peru. Friedland said that it doesn’t 
make sense to group wealthy countries with developing nations where dentists have access to 
fewer resources. He observed that dentists must design their treatment plans based on the 
resources at their disposal, even if that means making sub-optimal clinical decisions. “They’re 
influenced by what’s available,” Friedland said.  
 
One could also quarrel with the DAIC’s interpretation of the study’s results. The study suggests 
that all instances of misdiagnosis are unintentional—caused by an overabundance of treatment 
options or by truly ambiguous clinical “edge cases” that any dentist would struggle to identify. 
However, in the real world, there is a great deal of evidence to suggest that misdiagnosis in 
dentistry is often intentional, with dentists increasing their profit margins by prescribing 
unnecessary treatments for nonexistent conditions. Profit motive might not mean much to 
dentists participating in an unpaid survey, but as Friedland points out, the practice of 
overtreatment can be so ingrained that it becomes habitual, almost reflexive.  
 
“As far as I’m concerned, there is very much overtreatment in the U.S.,” said Friedland, noting 
that some dentists genuinely believe such treatments are in the best interest of their patients, 
while others are more driven by profit. “It's a little hard to tease out to what extent the diagnosis 
is influenced by what the dentist is thinking,” he said.  
 
To illustrate his point, Friedland brought up two common treatments for cavities. Smaller cavities 
are often treated with inexpensive fillings that literally “fill in” the cavity. Bigger cavities call for 
crowns—a form of dental prosthetic that covers and protects the damaged tooth. Crowns, of 
course, are much more expensive than a low-end filling. The problem is that there’s no firm, 
universal rule for deciding which cavities are “big” and which ones are “small.” In many cases, 
the decision between a filling and a crown comes down to a dentist’s purely subjective clinical 
judgment, and with all else being equal, Friedland says that many dentists will naturally tend 
towards the more expensive option.  
 
“It's kind of like unconscious bias,” he said. “They're not actually bad people. But I think in the 
back of their mind, [they’re thinking] ‘I could make a little bit more money doing a crown,’ even if 
they're not consciously thinking of that.” 
 

*** 
 
Officially speaking, Pearl was born in May of 2019, when the company stepped onto the public 
stage for the first time to announce its $11 million Series A funding round. However, Pearl 
actually began as a subunit of another, much older AI company—the somewhat ironically 
named GumGum. While most other dental AI companies were founded by PhD researchers 
looking to put their conceptual work to the test, Pearl wasn’t created as some academic 
experiment. Ultimately, it was born to seize what its founders view as a considerable market 
opportunity. 
  
The idea for Pearl’s dentistry-oriented solutions originated with its co-founder and CEO, the 
Carnegie Mellon-educated engineer Ophir Tanz. Tanz, a natural-born entrepreneur, had grown 
up learning a great deal about dentistry almost by osmosis thanks to his father, who had a 
decades-long career as a practicing clinician. 
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“The thing with dentistry is that it’s always somehow the forgotten medicine,” Tanz said in a 
TechCrunch interview shortly after the company’s debut. “But it’s such a massive market 
opportunity.” 
 
Pearl’s product offerings fall into three broad categories organized by customer type. “We do a 
lot of work with dental laboratories,” Tanz said. “We do a lot of work with providers and DSOs. 
We do a lot of work with insurance carriers. And it's really oriented around dentistry… It's 
identifying untreated opportunities. It's adjudicating insurance claims. It's identifying fraud, 
waste, and abuse, all the stuff that is commercializable today, because we need to build a 
functional business.” 
 
For independent dental practices and DSOs (Dental Support Organizations, which are 
essentially large private equity-backed dental chains), Pearl offers a “Second Opinion” 
diagnostic platform, which can identify common issues by scanning patient X-rays. (Pearl is 
currently seeking FDA approval to license the software in the U.S.) They also offer a product 
called Practice Intelligence, which can help dentists and DSO managers make more data-driven 
administrative decisions by unearthing insights from patient health records.  
 
For dental insurance providers, Pearl provides the Claims Review platform, which can quickly 
inspect and approve the thousands of straightforward insurance claims that make up the bulk of 
a human claim adjudicator's work, and which in many cases are simply too numerous for any 
human team to process. A complementary service called Pearl Protect does the opposite—
sniffing out suspicious claims and flagging them for human scrutiny. Pearl also offers a pair of 
products for laboratories that create custom dental restorations. 
 
At their core, each of the solutions that Pearl offers is powered by a branch of artificial 
intelligence called computer vision. “Computer vision is essentially teaching a machine to see 
things—to perceive visual information,” said Cambron Carter, Pearl’s chief technology officer, 
and the company’s third (and final) co-founder. Every service Pearl provides, from reviewing 
insurance claims to generating practice-wide administrative insights, is based on the automated 
analysis of patient X-rays. That analysis is enabled by computer vision.  
 

*** 
 
In an interview, Pearl CTO Cambron Carter explained that computer vision, like its human 
counterpart, can be broken down into two core components. First, there’s the simple act of 
“sensing,” or taking in visual information. Then, there’s the perceptual component, which allows 
a digital or biological system to derive meaning from that information. “It's more about computer 
visual perception,” Carter said. 
 
To achieve visual perception, Pearl’s computer vision systems mostly rely on a kind of 
algorithm—or really a collection of algorithms—called a convolutional neural network. Neural 
networks are software programs that are used in automated data analysis and machine 
learning.  
 
As the name implies, neural networks are inspired by the human brain. Picture a human dentist 
who spots a cavity while examining a patient’s X-ray. What’s really happening there is that the 
dentist has taken in visual information about the X-ray image through a powerful sensing 
instrument known as “the eyes,” and then passed that information to the network of neurons that 
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make up the brain’s visual cortex, where it processes that information until it generates an 
output. Here, the output takes the form of the dentist’s diagnosis: The patient has a cavity.  
 
The convolutional neural networks (CNNs) used in image processing are fundamentally the 
same. They take information, or “input values,” pass that information through “layers” of 
networks of artificial neurons—which mimic the function of the brain’s visual cortex—and 
generate some kind of output value. For image processing, that usually means spitting out a 
label: “cat,” “dog,” “cavity,” “tooth abscess.”  
 
“The task that we do [falls] into three subsets,” said CTO Cambron Carter. “We classify images. 
We do what's called detection…and then also segmentation.”  
 
Image classification is the act of looking at the full digital image and declaring “this is a dental X-
ray,” or “this is a picture of two hamsters in a cage.” Detection, or more specifically “object 
detection,” is an image classification technique which involves placing a rectangular box around 
the key objects depicted in the image—a molar, a lesion, maybe a microcavity—and identifying 
what those objects are. Image segmentation allows the CNN to get a more granular 
understanding of exactly where objects in the image are located, since the boxes used in object 
detection aren’t very precise.  
 
But how does a CNN know whether the object it’s detecting is a cat or a tooth abscess? How 
does it know which lines, shapes, colors, and other features belong to which kinds of objects? It 
all comes down to training. To teach the CNN how to recognize different objects in a dental X-
ray, Dr. Stanley and a team of fellow clinicians have spent years annotating thousands upon 
thousands of X-ray images, many of them sourced through partnerships with dentists and other 
oral healthcare providers. The clinical team carefully labels all the objects they want the CNN to 
be able to find on its own.  
 
From there, Carter and his technical team feed those labeled images to the CNN, and the CNN 
begins to teach itself how to label objects on its own. It examines the images over and over 
again until it is able to consistently identify key objects without relying on annotations provided 
by humans. Once the CNN is able to do that, it’s ready to start classifying new, unlabeled 
images—or, well, almost.   
 
The clinical team at Pearl also provides the system with detailed clinical guidelines, or 
“heuristics,” shortcuts that allow developers to steer the system in the right direction without 
needing to figure out everything for itself. Dr. Brian Howe put the concept in more concrete 
terms. “If [the CNN] knows that the cavity has to be on the tooth, [and] if that box identifies it on 
the gums, well, it's not a cavity,” he said. “You have to have the rules, obviously, for it to say 
where these things occur, what they are, etcetera,” he said. There are also heuristics for 
approving insurance claims, which must be individually tailored to fit the requirements of 
different insurers.  

 
If CNNs are the secret sauce that enable AI platforms like Second Opinion to perform medical 
diagnosis, then it’s heuristics—the hand-coded rules placed atop those platforms—that enable 
them to meet the demands of a vast and complex healthcare system. A neural network can 
teach itself many things when it comes to dental diagnosis, but it cannot deduce the intricacies 
of privacy laws, insurance regulations, or even human biology merely by analyzing dental X-
rays.  
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In this way, platforms like Second Opinion become a kind of avatar, perhaps even an advocate, 
for the rules and collected knowledge of the healthcare establishment. Where dentists are often 
quite insulated from that establishment, these systems bring it into the heart of their day-to-day 
operations.  
 

*** 
 
For decades, the overwhelming majority of dentists—including Dr. Mark D. Meyers of St. Louis, 
Missouri—have worked in private practice, where they generally have free rein to use 
antiquated techniques they may have picked up in school decades ago, or to charge patients 
and insurers for unnecessary treatments. One might assume that dentists commonly employ the 
same scientific rigor and evidence-based practices as any medical professional, or that they are 
subject to meaningful oversight from regulatory bodies and professional organizations, but that 
isn’t always the case. 
 
In 1997, Reader’s Digest published a bombshell article in which reporter William Ecenbarger 
conducted an informal experiment, undergoing 50 dental exams by 50 different dentists all 
around the U.S. “Dentistry is a stunningly inexact science,” Ecenbarger wrote in his piece. “Even 
expecting that different dentists would have different, yet valid, opinions did not prepare me for 
the astounding variation in diagnoses I received.” 
 
Ecenbarger’s story was less focused on the very real ambiguities that dentists must navigate 
when it comes to diagnosis and treatment, and much more concerned with warning Americans 
about the perils of intentional overtreatment and fraud. His account overflows with examples of 
unscrupulous dentists urging him to spend thousands of dollars on procedures that his own 
dentist and a team of impartial experts agreed were unnecessary.  
 
Dr. Michael Wahl, a practicing dentist in Wilmington, Delaware, recalls that Ecenbarger’s article 
sent shockwaves through the dental community when it first arrived in print, and raised 
legitimate concerns. “I think he brought up some good points,” Wahl said. “I don’t know that it’s 
quite as bad as he portrayed in his article, but certainly, there is a lot of difference of opinion 
[among] dentists when it comes to treatment planning.” 
 
Encenbarger’s article may have caused a stir, but it doesn’t seem to have changed the way that 
dentists do business. More than 20 years later, in 2019, The Atlantic published a similar story, 
“The Truth about Dentistry,” this time focusing on a single dental practice that was found to have 
overtreated and overcharged patients for years in a fraudulent scheme. While fraud was a major 
theme in the piece, writer Ferris Jabr says this fraud is partially enabled by a general lack of 
scientific rigor within the profession.  
 
“Common dental procedures are not always as safe, effective, or durable as we are meant to 
believe,” Jabr wrote. “As a profession, dentistry has not yet applied the same level of self-
scrutiny as medicine, or embraced as sweeping an emphasis on scientific evidence.”  
 
Jabr found that while the concept of “evidence-based medicine” has been around since the 
1960s, the idea of “evidence-based dentistry” has only been circulating since the 1990s. He 
suggests that this is why inconsistencies in diagnosis in treatment planning seem to be more 
common in dentistry than in general medicine. 
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Of course, where Jabr sees a problem, Dental AI companies see an opportunity. “There should 
really only be one diagnosis, no matter what the problem is,” said Pearl’s Dr. Kyle Stanley.  
 

*** 
 
There is very little publicly-available data that shows just how big the problem of misdiagnosis 
and overtreatment in dentistry really is. One 2019 study found that roughly 25% of U.S. 
healthcare spending is lost to wasteful spending, including on unnecessary and erroneous 
treatments, but the study did not provide estimates for dentistry specifically. Many insurers 
estimate that fraud and waste account for roughly 10% of spending, but that number is based 
on a more than 20-year-old California Medicaid study, and also fails to provide numbers specific 
to dentistry. 
 
State dental boards often play a role in tracking complaints lodged against dentists under their 
jurisdiction, but only some publish that data, and even fewer provide delineate it by category. 
Where such figures are available, a surface-level review suggests that experiences like Skyler 
King’s are rare. For example, in 2019, only 15 of the 472 complaints sent to the Ohio State 
Dental Board fell under “Excessive/Unnecessary Treatment.” 
 
Still, there is some anecdotal evidence which suggests that misdiagnosis and overtreatment in 
dentistry may be more prevalent than they appear. In 2020, USA Today reporter David Heath 
published a pair of investigative stories in which he found that large private equity-backed dental 
chains were pressuring dentists “to drill healthy teeth for profit.” The examples he found were far 
from unique. Indeed, many large national dental-care chains have been the subject of lawsuits 
in recent years for overtreatment and other deceptive practices.  
 
The company DentalWorks, for example, was sued in 2013 for allegedly pressuring the dentists 
in its franchises to make inaccurate diagnoses and push unnecessary treatments. In 2016, 
insurers for another dental chain called Small Smiles paid out $43 million to settle claims of 
false billing related to unnecessary procedures conducted on children—the chain itself had gone 
bankrupt years earlier after the FBI began investigating it for Medicaid fraud. In 2018, the dental 
chain Kool Smiles paid $24 million to settle claims of false billing for unnecessary procedures 
conducted on children.  
 
Skyler King’s mother may have paid for King’s unnecessary tooth extractions out of pocket, but 
in many cases, it’s insurance companies that bear the brunt of these. As a result, many 
insurance companies have enthusiastically embraced AI technology for sniffing out fraudulent 
claims.  
 
Like any healthcare provider, dentists who wish to receive payment from a patient’s insurance 
carrier must first submit a claim, a formal request that provides proof that the dentist performed 
some procedure on the patient’s behalf. In dentistry, such claims usually include billing details, 
records of the services provided, and X-rays or other diagnostic imaging documenting those 
services. 
 
Before the rise of AI, claims were reviewed by teams of human adjudicators, clinical 
professionals who have the expertise needed to determine whether the services provided were 
necessary and adequately performed. That process may seem relatively straightforward, but for 
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most insurance companies, it’s an enormous challenge. Insurance carriers generally receive far 
more claims each day than human adjudicators can review, making them a ripe target for fraud. 
 
“It's a pretty easily gamed system,” said Pearl CTO Cambron Carter. “First of all they're looking 
at subpar information—potentially distorted, noisy X-rays—and they're only looking at 10% of all 
the X-rays...Based on what we hear from carriers, they just have a constant mountain of work, 
and they're trying to adjudicate as quickly as possible.”  
 
Carter said that malicious dentists use numerous techniques to take advantage of that system, 
editing X-rays with photoshop, submitting the same claim to multiple insurance providers, and 
more. “It's very wild, to be honest with you...to actually see it happening in practice.” 
 
Fortunately for insurance carriers, the vast majority of claims are fairly straightforward, and don’t 
require close human inspection. This means that AI and automation are a great match for 
insurance adjudication. The AI system sorts through the stacks of honest claims that insurers 
don’t have time to review by hand, and allows human adjudicators to focus their efforts on the 
much smaller proportion of suspicious, possibly fraudulent claims. As a result, fraudulent claims 
are much less likely to slip through unnoticed.  
 
“With some of the claims that we had looked at previously, and then looked at again using the 
AI tool, we find things that otherwise just kind of went through the system,” said Dan Williams, 
director of innovation at CareQuest Institute for Oral Health. In 2020, Williams’ oversaw a pilot 
program assessing the use of AI for insurance claims adjudication. The results, he says, were 
impressive.  
 
“What was surprising was that there was actual doctoring of X-rays—stuff you might not see 
with a normal naked eye,” Williams said. “The AI tool can pick up variations of density of ink, or 
density of the impression that it’s looking at, and say ‘well, something here doesn’t quite match 
with the rest of the pixelation of that picture from the X-ray itself.”  
 
However, despite the revelations of the past year, Williams—like most dental-industry 
professionals interviewed for this piece—maintained that the overwhelming majority of dentists 
are well-intentioned. He also said that fraudulent claims only make up a small portion of the 
claims that come in, though he said his team has a long way to go before they know how big the 
problem really is.  
 
“It’s too early, I think, to say ‘yes, it’s 10% or 15%.’ I don’t think we know yet,” Williams said. 
“The indicators are that it’s higher than we thought.”  
 

*** 
 

Pearl is far from the only company operating in the burgeoning dental AI space. Others offering 
similar services include Overjet, a Boston-based startup founded by researchers from MIT and 
Harvard, VideaHealth, another Boston-based startup launched around the same time, and 
Diagnocat, a startup based in Moscow. These companies are among the few who offer 
solutions for both healthcare providers and insurance carriers. Some in the industry, like 
Denti.AI, only provide products for dentists. Others, like the San Francisco-based Dr. Opinion, 
only provide services for insurers. 
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Notably, nearly every dental AI company that is in business today was founded in the year 2017 
or later. This makes intuitive sense given the evolution of CNNs and computer vision 
technology.  
 
In 2011, image recognition technology was still fairly immature, with the most sophisticated 
systems boasting an error rate of around 25% when attempting to identify even simple objects, 
like a dog or a strawberry. This essentially means that their best guesses for identifying 
everyday objects depicted in publicly-available image data sets were incorrect 25% of the time. 
For context, humans—who will also make mistakes on image classification tasks when they’re 
tired, or when an object could fit into multiple categories—have an error rate of about 5% for 
similar tasks.  
 
In 2012, a CNN called AlexNet won an annual international visual recognition competition, 
identifying images of everyday objects with an error rate of just 16%. In the years that followed, 
the techniques used to create AlexNet—along with the proliferation of large, high-quality, open-
source image data sets—helped other researchers make rapid advancements in the field. By 
2017, more than three-quarters of all entrants in the annual visual recognition competition had 
achieved error rates of less than 5%. Today, the average image recognition system boasts an 
error rate of roughly 3%.  
 
Modern AI systems don’t just perform better than humans when it comes to labeling large sets 
of random images, they’re also better than humans at medical diagnosis—at least when making 
diagnoses based on diagnostic imaging like X-rays. A 2019 meta-analysis found that, in 
general, AI consistently outperforms human clinicians in detecting diseases based on imaging 
across all illness types. In dentistry, studies have found that AI outperforms human clinicians at 
identifying bone loss, oral lesions, and dental implants—among other things.  
 
These differences are often quite moderate. One study found that a diagnostic system for 
identifying cavities on patient X-rays had an average accuracy rate of about 80%, as opposed to 
71% for dentists. That may not be an enormous improvement, but it’s not nothing. And while the 
technology behind computer vision platforms is improving all the time, the same cannot be said 
for human eyesight, or our ability to process visual information.  
 
Based on this data, AI companies argue that automated diagnostic platforms can bring 
tremendous value to oral healthcare providers, and to insurers as well. While there isn’t much 
available data showing how well AI systems perform against their human counterparts in the 
context of insurance claims adjudication, insurers themselves are very much convinced that it 
will offer significant advantages. The industry has been investing heavily in AI technology for 
years, both in and out of healthcare. 
 
Still, experts warn that AI has many limitations, and broadly agree that humans still have an 
important role to play in both clinical diagnoses and insurance claim review. 
 
“When I’m looking at an X-ray, [it’s] one piece of the puzzle to help me make a decision. [It’s] a 
2D film of a 3D structure,” said University of Iowa family dentistry professor Dr. Brian Howe. “I 
also need to rely on my clinical exam, to determine what I think.”  
 
As Howe explains, today’s AI diagnostic platforms make diagnosis based only on the analysis of 
patient X-rays, but human clinicians must consider many other sources of information.  
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“We're using information based off of what we collected from multiple sources,” Howe said. 
“We're looking at X-rays. We're looking at the exam...[There’s] diagnostic testing that we may do 
on different teeth, sometimes advanced imaging if we need it...What does the patient want? 
One of the questions we ask is what’s the patient’s chief concern?...We’re balancing those 
things.” 
 
Dentists also raised concerns about the effect that algorithmic bias could have as AI begins to 
play a bigger role in adjudicating insurance claims. Computer vision systems, like all machine 
learning systems, learn to make decisions by analyzing data. In most cases, that data is created 
by humans, and when it comes to healthcare, it also describes humans—meaning that it 
contains all of our human prejudices, limitations, and mistakes. Like impressionable children, AI 
systems inevitably reproduce, and even amplify, those failings.  
 
One infamous 2019 study found that millions of black people had been impacted by racial bias 
embedded in a widely-used decision-making algorithm that was designed to identify at-risk 
hospital patients most in need of advanced care. Trained on decades of hospital records, the 
algorithm began giving black patients lower risk scores than white patients with the same 
conditions.  
 
This wasn’t because the black patients were less likely to grow seriously ill, but simply because 
the algorithm was making decisions based on historical records that showed black patients 
consistently receiving less care than their white counterparts. It seems the developers behind 
the algorithm failed to provide it with any heuristics for the systemic racism, generational 
poverty, and history of exploitation and mistreatment in the medical system that the black 
community has traditionally faced in the U.S. 
 
Algorithmic bias in automated claims review may manifest in a similar way, or it may arrive in a 
form that’s much more subtle, and which companies will have less incentive to eliminate. “When 
we look at AI, we have to take a look at how AI is being implemented,” said Dr. Chris Smiley, a 
practicing dentist and editor-in-chief of the Journal of the Michigan Dental Association. "What’s it 
being implemented for? What are the objectives?” 
 
Dr. Smiley, whose surname may very well have destined him for the profession, observed that 
insurers may program their automated systems with cost-cutting measures that aren’t always in 
the patient’s best interest. “If AI is simply geared towards serving specific metrics that a benefit 
plan has, and those metrics are for cost containment, those metrics are maybe not geared 
towards having the service that has the best outcome,” he said. 
 
Smiley suggested that such a system might, for example, refer patients to in-network dentists 
who offer the lowest rates, regardless of quality of service. “You’re looking at bias,” he said, 
“anything that’s made by man has bias.”  
 
Fortunately, the conversation around algorithmic bias has grown significantly in recent years, 
and most AI companies are on high alert for instances of discriminatory bias in their software. 
This is especially important for companies in the healthcare sector, whose patient-facing 
products require regulatory approval.  
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“I deal with this daily for our FDA pursuits,” said Cambron Carter. “They want [you] to show that 
you are not biased with respect to gender, you're not biased with respect to age, geography, 
ethnicity.” 

*** 

If algorithmic bias can be dealt with, and if AI can be integrated into medicine without 
diminishing other modes of clinical examination and decision-making, many clinicians say that 
the technology has enormous potential. “This could be one of those tools that I use, and it could 
certainly make my life a lot easier,” said University of Iowa’s Dr. Brian Howe. 

Today, systems like Second Opinion are mostly focused on diagnosis, but Howe envisions AI 
potentially offering a helpful shortcut in treatment planning as well. “[Maybe the AI] spits out a 
treatment plan to say, ‘here are some options that you should consider for these teeth.’ That 
would be awesome,” he said. 

Current computer vision diagnostic systems are also mostly limited to identifying what’s already 
there, but Pearl CTO Cambron Carter looks forward to a day when they can do more. Carter 
suggested that, by analyzing a compendium of patient X-rays from childhood to present day, a 
system like Second Opinion might be able to model what the patient’s X-ray will look like in the 
future—enabling better preventative care.  

“It's a little Minority Report,” said Carter, referencing the 2002 science fiction thriller about a 
society in which crimes are punished before they happen. “There’s a whole host of ethical 
[issues], because there’s nothing wrong yet. But really leaning into the forecasting power of 
neural networks, I think, is something that stands to benefit medicine.” 

As AI continues to make its way into dentistry, and into the broader healthcare system, 
clinicians and technologists agree that the most important thing is keeping human judgment “in 
the loop”—so that automated systems don’t take over patient care entirely. “I think that AI in 
dentistry is a tool that can be used…but it's one tool to be used,” said Howe, “just like I use the 
multiple parts of my exam, to make a decision on diagnosis and treatment for my patients.” 

Technologists like Cambron Carter echo this line of thinking, albeit for different reasons. 
“There's this fear out there about replacement,” said Carter, using the example of a system like 
Second Opinion replacing the human radiologists who interpret X-ray imaging devices. “Most of 
the medical devices I see being introduced into the market are meant to assist you, to be an aid. 
Not to say that they couldn't outperform radiologists, but I think that sort of [assistive] philosophy 
with the go-to-market strategy is very helpful.”  

Carter stressed that AI healthcare tools are meant to be used by healthcare providers, meaning 
that companies like Pearl must support those providers if they want to sell their products. 
“Really your target users are doctors,” Carter said. “You don't want to scare them away by 
saying, ‘Hey, I'm going to take your job in five years,’ which is certainly not the case—absolutely 
not the case—and I think there are tons of unforeseen jobs that [AI in healthcare] will yield.” 

Still, history provides many reasons to doubt just how sincere healthcare AI companies are 
being when they say they don’t want to automate clinicians out of the job. From factory workers 
to switchboard operators, the past century is littered with examples of occupations that have 
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been lost to automation. Now, with millions of Americans out of work due to the COVID-19 
pandemic, some fear that automation trends will only accelerate. 
 
“Even if they claim they always want the clinician in the loop, capitalism is gonna make that not 
happen,” said Dr. Robin Zebrowski. Zebrowski is an associate professor who researches AI at 
Beloit College. “If I'm a clinician and... [my competitor] is staying in the loop and only getting 
through 10 patients a day, [but] I'm just letting this algorithm work and I'm getting the money 
from 40 patients in a day, the 40 patients are going to be the ones we go with.”  
 
Another consideration is the impact that AI will have on dentists’ clinical decision making. On 
paper, dental AI companies like Pearl pitch their products as helpful tools that can support 
dentists by automating busywork and providing a backstop against innocent human error. They 
suggest that computer vision technology can help ensure that every dentist has access to the 
latest best practices and evidence-based care recommendations.  
 
However, AI technology has the potential to do much more in dentistry than merely play the role 
of digital assistant. In many ways, AI systems can also serve as a kind of hall monitor, providing 
tacit enforcement of the clinical best practices that inform their programming. In some respects, 
this may be a good thing for patients.  
 
“What we're talking about is like a baseline,” said Dr. Wardah Inam, CEO of the dental AI 
company Overjet. “Whether you are going to the best dentist in Boston, or you're going to a 
rural village in the middle of nowhere, you should be able to get at least the basic standard of 
care.” 
 
Perhaps Skyler King would still have his teeth today if Eat Right Dentures had employed some 
kind of AI-powered diagnostics platform. Such a platform might have scanned King’s X-rays, 
indicated that the majority of his teeth were quite healthy, and dissuaded Dr. Meyers from 
moving forward with his extreme treatment plan. If it is the case that Dr. Meyers chose to extract 
Skyler King’s teeth for less-than-virtuous reasons, perhaps having a record of an automated 
diagnosis would have discouraged any attempted fraud, or at least made such actions more 
difficult to defend in court.  
 
At the same time, AI systems have the potential to exert less positive influence. Depending on 
the insurance heuristics their systems are outfitted with, the presence of AI could pressure 
dentists into selecting cheaper, less effective treatments. It could also pressure dentists to 
disregard the personal preferences of their patients—especially if those preferences somehow 
conflict with standard clinical best practices, or with an insurance company’s particular policies.  
 
Adviser, witness, custodian, enforcer—AI may go on to play any combination of these roles. 
Unencumbered by outdated knowledge, unmoved by human greed, the technology could bring 
much-needed consistency and oversight to the surprisingly messy world of dentistry. The 
question is whether it will be a benevolent force, or a kind of tyrant, bullying human clinicians 
into accepting its automated diagnoses. As artificial intelligence continues its entrée into the 
world of dentistry, and into the field of medicine more generally, only time will tell whether it 
arrives at the right balance.  
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